Motivation

* These people are fucking crazy
Newt Gingrich

* 3 wives
Can’t keep dick in pants

- 1st wife: high school geometry teacher (seriously)
- While married, has affair
- Divorces (discusses in hospital while wife recovering from surgery)
- Marries mistress
- Has affair with 23 year younger woman
- Had affair WHILE IMPEACHING CLINTON FOR AN AFFAIR
- Divorced former mistress
- Married current mistress
- Preaches about “family values” and “sanctity of marriage” LOL!
Say WHAT?!?!?

During interview on Christian Broadcasting Network (a whole UDLS there if anyone’s interested):

“There's no question at times in my life, partially driven by how passionately I felt about this country, that I worked too hard and things happened in my life that were not appropriate.”

TLDR: “I cheated because I love America so much”

Wow
Sarah Palin

* Rose to prominence for “Going Rogue” while McCain’s VP Candidate in 2008

* Quit job as governor to make $ as FoxNews contributor/bitch

* Skips “Lamestream” media in favor of FauxNews, Facebook, Twitter
Jesus Christ, she’s a moron

Ground Zero Mosque supporters: doesn’t it stab you in the heart, as it does ours throughout the heartland? Peaceful Muslims, pls refudiate

Dr. Laura = even more powerful & effective w/out the shackles, so watch out Constitutional obstructionists. And b thankful 4 her voice, America!

"Refudiate," "misunderestimate," "wee-wee'd up." English is a living language. Shakespeare liked to coin new words too. Got to celebrate it!
No seriously, she’s more retarded than Trig

"The America I know and love is not one in which my parents or my baby with Down Syndrome will have to stand in front of Obama's 'death panel' so his bureaucrats can decide, based on a subjective judgment of their 'level of productivity in society,' whether they are worthy of health care. Such a system is downright evil." --Sarah Palin, in a message posted on Facebook about Obama's health care plan, Aug. 12, 2009
Mitt Romney

- Mormon
- Passed health care law similar to new federal Affordable Care Act. Works well in Massachusetts, but won’t admit that’s it a good idea nationally because Teabaggers are stupid.
- Not hated, but no one likes him
Michelle Bachman, the Craziest One

• Appeals to teabaggers

Her speech after Obama’s State of the Union Address during which she looked at the wrong camera throughout.
Teabaggers?

Ah! Stop! Dude, stop! I thought you meant we were gonna go make signs callin’ the president a nnnn... Not very good... president.
Oh, those teabaggers
Dumber than Palin?

“And what a bizarre time we’re in when a judge will say to little children that you can’t say the pledge of allegiance, but you must learn that homosexuality is normal and you should try it”

“I find it interesting that it was back in the 1970s that the swine flu broke out then under another Democrat president Jimmy Carter. And I’m not blaming this on President Obama, I just think its an interesting coincidence”

“If we took away the minimum wage -- if conceivably it was gone -- we could potentially, virtually wipe out unemployment completely because we would be able to offer jobs at whatever level”
"There are hundreds and hundreds of scientists, many of them holding Nobel Prizes, who believe in intelligent design"

"I wish the American media would take a great look at the views of people in congress and find out: Are the Pro-America or Anti-America?"
Rick Santorum

* Who’s that? Maybe I’ll ask Google?
Moral of the story:

* Don’t fuck with Dan Savage, you homophobe
Anything not gay sex related?

- One of Citizens for Responsibility + Ethics in Washington 20 most corrupt congressmen
  
  "Santorum’s ethics issues stem from the manner in which he funded his children’s education and his misuse of his legislative position in exchange for contributions to his political action committee and his re-election campaign."

- Tried to get Intelligent Design taught in public schools
Also an idiot

* Tried to say finding Osama bin Laden was a result of torture

  * hint: it WASN’T

* John McCain called him out

  “And so this idea that we didn't ask that question while Khalid Sheik Mohammed was being waterboarded, he [McCain] doesn't understand how enhanced interrogation works. I mean, you break somebody, and after they're broken, they become cooperative. And that's when we got this information.”
Yeah, this McCain

* Hilarious pic

* But seriously, can’t lift arms above head because he was tortured by the North Vietnamese

* Point is, probably understands torture better than Mr. FrothyShitLube
McCain’s aid agrees with me

“For pure, blind stupidity, nobody beats Santorum. In my 20 years in the Senate, I never met a dumber member, which he reminded me of today,”
Trump (I made the text gold)

* What the fuck is on his head?
Do I need to show the teabagger picture again?

- Pretty hung up on Obama not being an American.... turns out he is, though

- "I have a great relationship with the blacks"

- "Donald Trump says he has a great relationship with "the blacks," but unless "the Blacks" are a family of white people, I think he’s mistaken". --Seth Myers

---

Saturday, May 28, 2011
Game over

Sorry it took so long to get you a copy of my birth certificate

I was too busy killing Osama bin Laden
One of these people could become president?

* Ah, Hell NAW!!!!